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Introduction 
Ga s absorption has an important role in chemical 
and a llied industries. It is used to separate one. or 
a group of constituents from a ga s stream. Poisonous 
or obnoxious -gases may be removed from the gaseous waste 
products of chemical plant~ by absorbing them in suitable 
sol vents. 
Many investigations have been carried out and ref-
erences too numerous to list have appeared in the litera-
tur~ on the general subject of absorption. 
1 
Sherwood, T.K. Absorption and Extraction. 1st.Ed. N.Y., 
McGraw-Hill, 193?. 278p. 
In all of this work one of the usual methods of 
reporting results has been to express the capacity of a 
piece of absorption equipment a s an overall capacity co-
efficient K ba sed either on the liquid film controlling 
or on the ga s film2 as the controlling resist.ance to mass 
2 
Walker, W.H., Lewis, W.K., McAdams, W.H., ani Gilliland, 
B.R. Principles of Chemical Eng1neering,3rd Ed. N.Y., 
McGraw-Hill, 1937. pp. 462~512 
transfer. 
N = Kasl(AP)m 
1 
where: 
N lb. moles solute transferred per hour. 
K overall transfer cdefficient, (lb. moles}'(hr.) ~ 
(sq. ft.)( atm. ) 
2 
a interracial surface per ·unit volume, Sq.ft./( cu.ft.) 
S area of tower cross section, sq. ft. 
1 = height of packed column, ft. 
(AP)m =driving force, atm. 
As it is impossible to evaluate the interfacial 
area a except in a few speciol c ~ ses it has been cus-
tomary to use a volumetrlc coefficient KGa and the above 
~ii_uation becomes: 
N = KGa (AP)m V 
Where: 
N lb. moles so l ute transferred per 'hr. 
KGa overall mass transfer coefficient ba sed on gas 
pha se driving force, lb. moles/(hr. )(cu.ft.)(atm.) 
(AP)m driving force, atm. 
V = volume of tower packing , cu. ft. 
In experimenta l work f'or e.ny particular absorption 
tower the volumetric overall coefficient is determined. 
It is the purpose of this research to determine 
the dep~ndency of the overall transfer coefficient,KG' 
on the area factor, ~· 
Apparatus was constructed resembling a bubble cap 
absorption tower with a. single plate and ' single bubble 
tap 
cap. The absorbent used was~ water · and the material being 
absorbed was ammonia. It hs,s been shown1tha t for highly 
1 
Walker, Lewis, McAdams, Gilliland, QQ. ci~. 
soluble ga ses the ga s film is the controlling resistance 
and Ka becomes K~a. (j 
The bubble diameter and ascending velocity were cal-
3 
culated by a method given by Van ,Krevelen2 , thus obtaining 
2 
Van Krevelen, D.W.; and Hoftijzer, P.J., Chem.Eng. 
Progress. 46, 29-35 (1950) 
the interfacial bubble area, sq.ft. bubble area per 
cu. ft. tower volume, which is the area factor ~· With 
this the area factor may be divided into the volumetric 
overall transfer coefficient with the results being the 
gas film coefficient, KG' on an interfacial area basis. 
Correlations were then made between the area factor 
~' volumetric overall trans~er coefficient, KGa' and the 
area overall transfer coefficient, KG' at varying liquid 




KG = (o< B )Gn Lm 
Where: 
KGa = overall mass transfer coefficient on a volume 
('ba:'sfs;,: lb~ nioles NH3/ (hr. )'fcti!. ft. '-}( a:tm:.) 
KG = ·. love·rail m~ss ·transfer. · ·e-Otiffi'eie-'nt on·',!lri· a~a 
. .< .~· · ·b'.asi s\' ·lb. ·~ moles fNHa/'", ( hl9~· )(sq .. f(t .. H a'tiin. ) 
G :.._ s\i'perf'i ,cfal mass· vet't061'ty Of ~a.'.s, . ]:b~mo]es/Csq. ft.) (hr.) 
L = Superficial mass 'Vi.tloei ty of liquid; 
(f..J B = constants · 
n,·n•::,_m = c·onstci.ntrs 
1 :. · :Very 11 ttle, if any, experimental data has been 
published'. oit tbs· 'de,pendslie:y qt;· 1-JhS mrer.a~ ~tMinafer :. 
coefficient· to the area ·fJ~ctor. ;. Man~r~ .. hav:e:· expressed .the 
opinion tna t . .-bhe, ~rea f ac,to_r ,11;S·' .1:d4JpeMent on·. ·the-~ .0.:'\fe~l~ 
;t:l!B.nate~:. :c<;>ef:Ci:.Ai:~nt.1: .... It · 1~ · t;n~ ·.a~~q'Qp.)1,..~~ .in~~M-s ,;tp . __.: 
~~~irm or: ~e l~:t. tP,l.·a :·tqe~ry: •. _:.' . ~ ... . Y · , 
Construction of Equipment 
After t he literature review, the design of t he 
equipment was started. It was decided that a tower of 
approximately 2 1/2 feet in hei~ht and 3 inches in 
diameter with all the auxiliary equipment needed was to 
be constructed. 
5 
One of the major problems enc·ountered in the design was . 
a method of holding t he tower and bubble cap intact, so it 
could easily be disassembled for changing bubble caps and 
cleaning. 
The description of t he apparatus construction follows 
and reference to . the letter notation are found in Figure l~ 
Two plates (A) and two flanges (B) of the desired size 
were machined from sheet steel. The inside diameter of the 
flanges was 3 1/ 4" and the thickness of the flanges was 
3/16''· A small groove (C) of 1/16 1• width was machined. so 
that the glass column walls would fit on the shelf of the 
flanges. The two plates were designed with the same di-
mensions as the flanges with the exception that they were 
3/8" in thickness. 
The columns (D) used were made of glass pipe which 
came in sections 48" i n length, with an outside diameter 
of 3 1/ 4" and inside diameter of 3 u. This pipe was then 
cut into three sections of 16" lengths. Two were needed 
for the tower and the third section was held in reserve 






A - Flanges 




c - Groove 
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l fl\ D - Glass Wall D I I 
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i F - Riser I 
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I f, 
J - Inlets and t 
H 
Outlets 
Q K - Wa ter i nlet 
D L - Bubble Cap 




Q - Rubber Tubing 
Figure 1 
L ABSORPTION TOWER 
-- --
The plate (E) upon which the bubble cap r~sted was 
machined to the same diameter as was the plates and 
flanges with a thickness 0f 1/4". A·hole of one .inch 
... 
diameter was drilled into the plate and a small section 
of pipe (F) was welded to the plate. This was used as 
the bubble eap riser. 
Four holes (G) each 90 degrees apart. were drilled 
through the plates and flanges. Tie rods · (H) slightly 
longer than the total length of the column were threaded 
and inserted through the drilled holes thus serving to 
hold the column intact. 
Another hole was drilled into the cap plate and 
a 3/8" pipe (I) of 6" length was welded in, serving as 
a downcomer for the liquid. In the top and bottom plates, 
two holes were drilled in each and tapped. A six inch 
section of 3/8t• pipe ( J) was threaded and screwed into 
the plates. The~e served as inlet and outlet for the 
gaseous mixtures and the liquid. 
A rubber tubing ( Q) was attached to downcomer (I) 
to the water outlet. To the top plate, a 3/8 11 section 
of piping (K) was attached and.was of length to nearly 
reach plate E. This served as the pure water inlet. 
The bubble cap (L) was constructed of 1 1/2 1·' diameter 
pipe and was 1 1/2" in length. A plate was welded on one 
of the open ends. Through the plate a small hole was 
7 
bored and a bolt (M) of 1/16"' diameter was inserted. 
The bubble cap had holes of desired diameter and numbers 
drilled at exactly 1/2 11 from the bottom and evenly spaced 
aro und the perifery of the cap. 
A method had to be devised to attach the cap to the 
plate. To the bottom of plate (I) two small rods (N) were 
welded and to them was attached another small rod (P) 
through which a 1/12" hole was bored. Bolt (M) was then 
inserted through the· bubble cap (L) and rod (P) and 
tightened. This served to hold the cap firmly in place on 
the plate. 
Around the plates, flanges and bubble cap were rubber 
gaskets cemented into place which served to make the 
column leak proof for both water and gases. 
A schematic diagram of the entire apparatus will be 
found in Figure 2 and in the following discussion the 
apparatus notation letters refer to Figure 2. 
After construction of the absorption column· (A) 
8 
the auxiliary apparatus was designed. All of t b.is equipment 
was constructed with 3/8 11 standard pipe with the appropriate 
couplings, unions and nipples •. 
The water line (B) was brought to within a short 
distance of the column. A needle valve (C) was installed 
into the line which led to an orfice (D). The orfice was 
used to determine the rate of water flow by means of a 
J"' H 
Figure 2 
SCHEMATIC DI AGRAM OF APPARATUS 
A - Tower 
B - Water i nlet line 
C - Needle valve 
D - 'Sater orfice 
E - Water manometer 
F - Water outlet line 
G - Air Flowrator 
H - Outlet water 
co 1trol valve 
J - sa ~pling device 
K - Air i nlet line 
L - Regulator 
M - Upstrearr. Air line 
N - Upstream Air 
manometer 
P - Me rcury trap 
Q - Air needle valve 
R - Downstream gas 
manometer 
S - Mixing chamber 
T - Ammonia tank 
U - Needle valve 
V - Rubber tubing 
W - Pinch clamp 
X - Upstream Ammonia 
manometer 
Y - Capillary orfice 
Z - Ammonia orfice 
manometer 
A'- Outlet air valve 
B'- Overhead coll ector 
'° 
manometer (E) filled with carbon tetrachloride. This line 
leads to the top of the column and feeds through inlet and 
downcomer (K) (Fig. 1). The exit water with the absorbed 
ammonia leaves at the bottom of the tower in line (F). 
A valve was installed at (H) whose purpose was to control 
the height of liquid on the column bubble cap plate. A 
small sampling device (J) is used to collect the samples 
that were to be titrated. After passing by device (J), 
the solution goes to the drain. 
The air enters by line (K) at a line pressure of 
.. 
100 p.s.i. to a reducer regulator (1) which reduces the 
pressure to the range of 0 - 5 p.s.i. There are three 
outlets to the reducer. One is the entering air, another 
is the exit air and the third is connected to a glass 
tubing line (M) leading to a manometer (N) which measuxes 
the upstream air pressure. A volumetric flask (P) which 
serves as a mercury trap is connected to the manometer. 
From regulator (L), the air goes to a needle valve ( Q) 
which controls the air flow rate. It then enters a 
flowrator which was constructed from a broken flowrator 
tube. The ends are connected to heavy rubber tubing and 
tubing attached to the 3/8'1 line. The numbers stamped on 
the flowrator tube are used only as the reading on the 
air calibration chart. 
10 
An open-end manometer (R) was connected to the air 
line and the reading corresponds to the downstream. pressure 
of the air and ammonia lines as bo~h must be the same 
pressure to kBep an ·even rate of flow and diseour~ge 
backing-up of one of the gases. 
The gases come in contact with each other in. a 
mixing chamber (S) which consists of a large tee pipe 
filled with broken glass tubing to. insure complete mixing. 
The ammonia comes from a cylinder (T) through a 
stainless steel needle valve (U) and entered a rubber hose 
(V) which was connected to glass tubing (W). This glass 
tubing was fastened to a glass tee by means of high grade 
gum rubber. 
An open-end manomet er (X) was installed to the glass 
line . as a means of measuring the upstream ammonia line 
pressure. Immediately following the manometer (X) was 
a pinch clamp whose purpose was to regulate the flow ~~ 
ammonia in the line. 
11 
To determine the amount of ammonia delivered, an orfice 
(Y) consisting of a capillary glass tube was installed 
and hooked to a manometer (Z) filled with carbqn tetra-
chloride by means of the appropriate glass tees and tubing. 
The ammonia gas then goes to the mixing chamber (S) with 
the same downstream line pressure as the air line. 
The lean gas is removed from the top of the column 
as a result of the pressure in the tower being greater 
than atmospheric. A valve (A') controls the downstream 
air and ammonia line pressure whose reading is on manometer 
(R). Immediately after valve (A') is a liter round bottom 
12 
flask (B') into which the lean gas mixture must pass •. , The . 
flask contains a known amount of standard hydrochloric · · 
acid, and thus for a given time of operation the amount 
of ammonia in the exit air may be calculated by titrating 
the hydrochloric acid in the container and finding the amount 
neutralized. 
A photograph of the actual equipment used in this work 
will be found on the following page. 
13 
Figure .3 
VIEW OF APPARATUS 
14 
Calibration of Meters 
The meters were calibrated after the construction of 
the apparatus was completed. Three meters were involved; 
water manometer, air flowrator and ammonia orfice. 
(A) Water manometer 
The water flow rate was measured by the conventional 
method of installing an orfice and manometer in the line. 
Water samples were collected for a given period of time and 
weighed · to determine the flow rate in pounds of water per 
minute for various manometer readings. Thirteen different 
manometer readings were taken and are summarized in the 
table below. 
Manometer re ading, 
inches CCl4 


















































1 . 6 
0 . 4 
12 
Water Manometer Reading, inches CC14 
f-1 -
\Jl 
(B) Air Flowr ator 
For the calibration of the air fl9wrator, the air 
line was ta.Ken apart from t he tower. A rubber tubing 
was · then connected t o the line and t he other end to a 
wet-test gas meter. The upstream air line pressur e was 
adjusted to read four inches mercury and the downs t ream 
to read 0.58 inch mercury. The air temperature was 77°F 
16 
and barometric pressure at the time readings were taken was 
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(23.84)(100) - 3.24% water vapor 
(735,9) 
100 - 3,24 : 96,76 volume % dry air-
(0,075 ){ 0,9676) = 0.0727 cu.ft, ·dry air per minute at 
flowrator reading of 20 
V2 : ( 0, 0727~(7 35 .9) ( 492) 
(7 0)(537) 
= 0,0645 FT.3 dry air at S.C. 
min. 
(0,645)(28,97) = 0.00521 lb, dry air 
(359) min, 
There will be a deviation of 0,15% per degree 
Fahrenheit temperature difference from 77°F, The air 
18 
temperature was always relatively close to this temperature 
and therefore the error is neglected in this work. 
(C).Ammonia Orfice 
Two different methods were used to calibrate the 
ammonia orfice meter . The results of both methods were 
then plotted and the calibration curve drawn. The results 
were accurate enough, so that one smooth curve would 
represent both methods. 
The first method consisted of making twelve complete 
runs with all the equipment in operation, The data of 
these runs were collected as described in the section 
nExperimental Procedure'' and will be found in run, numbers 
l tbrough 12. The overhead exit gas was collected in a 
known amount of standard hydrochlo.ric acid for a given 
period of time and then titrated with standard sodium 
19 
hydroxide using methyl orange as the indicator. This 
determined the amount of ammonia in the exit gases. 
The tower exit water with the absorbed at~nonia was collected 
and 25 milliliter samples were titrated using standard 
hydrochloric aci d and methyl orange as the indicator. This 
method was based upon the water calibr ation curve to de-
termine t he amount of exit solution per unit time. The. 
sum of the anmonia in the exit gas and the amount in the exit 








































































Sample calculation for run number 4 for method I 
(23.38 ml.HCl)(o.099207 N) • 2.815 meq.wts. of NH3;25 ml.sol~ 
(2.815)(0.017) = 0. 0477gm. NH3/25m~.solution 
= 0.19108lb. NH3/lOO lb. H20 
0.001652 lb. NH3 abso~bed per ~inute 
The exit gas passed through 250 milliliters of 0.099207 
normal hydrochloric acid for thr ee minut es. 
(250 }(0.099207) = 24.802 meq. wts. HCl before absorption 
of exit gas. 
After absorption, 25 milliliters of the HCl was titrated 
with 0.099 802 normal NaOH. 21.85 milliliters of NaOH 
were needed. 
(21.85)(0.99802)(250) • 21.807 meq. wts. of HCl after absorption. 
(25) 
(24.802 - 21.807)(0.017) = 0.016966gm. NH3 in exit gas/min. 
(3) 
10,0l6l661 = 0.0000374 lb. NH3 in exit gas/minute ( 453. ) 
0.001652 plus 0.0000374 = 0.0016894 lb, NH3 enter tower per m~· . .nute · 
The second method consisted of collecting the entire 
a.In.mania output of the am..iilonia orfice i n standa:r·d hyd1·ochlo:cic 
aeid. With a known amount of acid in an erlenmeyer flask, 
the ammonia was allowed to pass into the flask for a given 
time under operating conditions of 8 inch Hg upstream 
pressure and 0.58 inch Hg downstream pressure. After absorp-
tion, the hJdrochloric acid was again titrated with standard 
sodiwn carbonate to 6etermine its normality •.. By the 
21 
difference in normality of t he original and final hydro-
chlor ic acid the number of milliequivalent weights of 
hydr ochlo1'i c acid were known. The number of milliequi valent 
weights of HCl neutral j_zed was equal to milliequivalent 
weight s of aTimlonia entering . Six determi nations were 
made in this manner. 
The method of calculation for method II is the same 
as in method I section of determining amount of ammonia 









Ammoni a Orfice (Method II) 














The results of methods I and II are plotted on 
the following page and a smooth calibration curve is 
constructed. 
. ~ . 
/.2,i 
x 103 PER HR. 
j •· J 





Solubility of Ammonia in Water 
A chart, Figure 7·, showing the solubility of ammonia 
in water at various temperatures was constructed. Data 
1 given by Sherwood were used. These data ' consisted of 
1 
.· ... 
.. , ... 
Sheirwood, T. K., Ind. Eng. Chem. !2, 746 (1925) 
grams ammonia per 100 grams water with corresponding 
partial pressure of ammonia in mm. Hg. at varying temp-
eratures. A cross plot of these data was drawn (temper-
ature versus partial pressure at constant solubility) on 
23 
a large 36 11 x 22 11 graph. A cross plot of this large graph 
was then constructed to a large scale for the low solubility 
ranges that corresponded to the problem. Henry's law 2 
2 
Badger, W. L., and McCabe, W. L., Element s of Chemical 
Engineering. 2nd Sd. N.Y., McGraw-Hill, 1937. pp. 389. 
is valid up to a concentration of 3.56 lb. NH3 per 100 
lb. H2:0. Datawel!e obtained from the large plot (not 
included in this thesis) at 68° F and B9°F. These values 
of ·partial pressure were 2.4 and 4.4 millimeters mercury 
respectively for a solubility of 0.4 lb. NH3 per 100 lb. 
H2~ which was the maximum value obtained in this work. 
Assuming that the solubility increases inversely proportional 
to the increase in temperature i n this low concentration 
range , a series of lines were drawn in for each degree 
Fahrenheit temperature rise between the temp eratures of 
68°F and 89°F . 
This low r ange solubility of ammoni a in water is 




Air must be allowed to pass upward through the tower 
before the wa ter is admitted . t 0 prevent the water from 
pouring through the small orfices in the bubble cap and 
flooding the bottom section of the tower. The water man-
ometer is then adjusted to the desired rate of flow. The 
air flowrator needle valve is opened to t he maximum flow 
rate that is to be used for t he series of runs for one 
constant water rate. 
Making sure that the needle valve on the ammonia 
c_y,linder i s closed, open up t he control valve on the tank. 
After thi s, the needle valve must be opened very slowly. 
If not opened slowl y the pre s sure will flush the mercury 
from the upstream manometer. The small pinch clamp between 
the upstream manometer and the capillary or'fice may now be 
adjusted for t he desired flow rat e , usually the maximum for 
the first run, decreasing as the number of runs increase. 
26 
The upstream air line pressure must be maintained at 
four inches mercury pressure while the upstream ammonia line 
pressure is at eight inches mercury. Both air and ammonia 
downstream pressure is held constant at 0.58 inches mercury 
(12.50 inches carbon tetrachloride). These values must 
be maintained as the calibration curves were based upon 
these particular values of line pressures. 
27 
The most difficult operation to control is the height 
of the liquid on the bubble plate. After the water man-
ometer is set for a constant rate the valve on the liquid 
outlet is adjusted until the outlet water rate is exactly 
equal to the inlet water rate. After the desired liquid 
height is decided upon, the mi nimum time required to adjust 
to constant height is usually one-half hour. 
When the tower has been fn operation ten minutes with 
all manometers showing constant readings samples of exit 
tower liquid may be taken. Three samples are taken at 
about 3 - 5 minute intervals to insure equilibrium. The 
air and ammonia rates are then changed to new readings 
and the tower is again in operation at least ten minutes 
before new samples are taken. 
The ammonium hydroxide samples taken were very dilute 
and it was determined that samples could be taken and 
titrated directly without being placed into standard hy-
drochloric acid. 
Samples of approximately 200 milliliters were collected. 
A pipette was then used to t ransfer 25 mil l iliters of the 
solution into 200 milliliters of distilled water. Two drops 
of methyl orange were then added to the solution and stirred 
well. An automatic burette was used t o do the titrating, 
being cbnnected to an eight liter flask of standardized 
hydrochloric acid. A blank containing only distilled water 
and indicator was used to determine the amount of hydro-
chloric acid needed for a def inite color change. The 
28 
number of drops need·e.d was then ded.ucted from the total 
amount used in titrating the 25 mill~liter of tower liquid • 
The average number of milliliters of ·hydrochlori.c acid 
needed for the three samples was used in the calculations 
of amowit of ammonia absorbed per minute. 
It was the author's intention to iriake determinat'ions 
on six different bubble caps with varying sizes of orfices 
but the time element involved reduced the number of caps 
to two. One cap had sixteen orfices each one-sixteenths 
of an inch in diameter. 1rhe dete.rminations for this partic-
ular bubble cap are found in run numbers one .to thirty-six 
inclusive. The second cap .contained seven or fices each three-
thirty-secondths of an inch in diameter. They are shown in 
·, 
run numbers thirty seven to seventy two inclusive. 
For each bubble cap six different water rates were 
used. Six different gas rates were used for each water rate. 
Thus for the two caps, a total of severity two determinations 
were made. 
Method of Calculation 
The first portion of the problem is calculated by the 
conventional method of using the well-known rate equation 
of mass transfer. By this roothod KGa may be determined. 
1 
Van Krevelen and Hoftijzer1 have formulated a method 
D. W. Van Krevelen md P. J. Hoftijzer, Chem. Eng. Prog. 
46' 29-35 (1950) 
29 
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for determining the interracial area in bubble contactors. They 
indicate two types of bubbles may be formed. One is bubbles 
formed separately and the other bubbles formed in series 
(chainbubbling). 
Several specifications were involved in their experiments 
such as: (a) diameter of liquid column is large so that the 
wall does not influence ascending bubbles, (b) liquid .column 
does not contain any obstacles, (c) liquid is not circulated 
except by the action of the bubbles themselves, and (d) bubbles 
were formed from a single orifice facing upward. 
The equi pment for this research was constructed to confrom 
with these specifications except there were a number of orifices 
around the cap. The cap and downcomer may have offered some 
interference to free upward flow. 
By calculation it was found that the value of Reynolds 
number .was approximately 2700 in this research. Reference to 
Van Krevelen's article indicates that the transition from 
separate to series bubbles occurs at a Reynolds number of 9, 
therefore this work was well into the turbulent region and 
chainlike bubbles were always formed. 
Since series bubbles are formed, Van Krevelen and 
Koftijzer derived an equ ati on of bubble diameter as a 






density of liquid 
30 
A~ di f ference in density between liquid and gas 
g acceleration due to gr avity 
v ~ = gas f low rate 
LT 
This equation gives one single line when the bubble diameter 
is plotted a gainst f low r at e . Therefore chatnlike bubble 
diameters are independent of orfice di ameter. 
In a similiar manner an equation of ascending 
bubble velocity as a function of bubble diameter was 
formulated. 
v = ( ~ )o. 5 .. • ..i. l 
b (~) . when Vb is the a scending velocity. 
This again gives one simgle line independent of or f16a 
diameter. 
By the method shown in the 11 Sample Calculation11 the · 
Ill.\., •• 
area f actor is ca lculated by using the bubble diamete.r · :.• . > 
therefore finding the volume per bubble and interfacial .. ' ·· _, ·· 
area per bubble. Knowing the volume and interfacial area 
and the volume of ga s passing through each orfice per Ul_lit 
time and the volume per bubble, the number of bubbles 
formed per minute may be calculated. The time of bubble 
Jl 
contact is found by di vid:i:ng the me ending velocity into the 
height of liquid in the c.olumn. 
, ' .._~ : ~., ', :;--'· \ -~ ~ 
The area of bubbles in the coiumn is cal~ulat~d by 
, I : . ' 4 \.-' ~. 
multiplying the terms area per bubble, bubbles per minute, 
and time o f contact. 
The 2.re a. factor .a is .the !esul,t of dividing . ti+e. ~q. ft. 
' I , '\' ' It, 'f ,.' 
bubble area by the cu. ft • . _towe:r vol~~. . KG is_ ~q.ual: ~.?., · 
KGa divided by s• A detailled c~lculla~ion of this me.thod for 
run number nine is to ~ found. in the section entitled 
"Sample Calculation''. 
KGa will be plotted against mass velocity G and a 
straight line should result for each series of six runs with 
constant liquid rates. KGa = o( on ~ · .J: <X ,n will both be 
evaluated. 
The KG calculated will be plotted against G for one liquid 
rate. If the effect of interfacial area has been completely 
removed, there will be only one line instead of one line for 
each orfice as was obtained in plotting KGa vs. CL The 
- ,JI n' b 1 t function KG V'\ G may now e ca cula . ed • 
. KG will be plotted against G with different liquid rates. 
These data will then be crossplotted by picking off values 
of KG and plotting them versus the liquid rate. The function 
· m KG = BL may then be evaluated. 
The two equations may now be combined and obtain an 
t 
expre ssion in the form KG = (d./ B)GnLm 
For calculated example refer to page 66. 
TABLE V 
The table includes· all of the data artd intermediate 
values that were required i n the caleulation of the 
experimental work. 
Immediately following the table will be found the · 
nomenclature used for the headings of the table columns • 
. " . A sample calculatton for Run -No.- 9 is inc·luded a.ft,er 
the Nomenclature with the answers corresponding to the · · · · 
particular columns i n table · V • · 
32 
33 
(1) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) (6) 
1 40 0.0113 3.8379 1.25 0.551 
2 60 0.01670 5.8586 2.80 1.037 
J 80 0.0216 7.4482 3.45 1.346 
4 100 0.0282 9.7240 . 5,:.ao 1.689 
5 140 0.0364 ~2.551 11.40 2.454 
6 120 0.0334 11.517 7 .15 1.954 
7 140 0.0364 12.551 13 •. 40 2.669 
8 120 0.0334 11.517 9.00 .2.127 
9 100 0.0282 9.724 7.60 2.054 
10 80 0.0216 7.4~82 4.80 1.444 
11 60 0.0167 5.8586 3.85 1.180 
12 40 0.01113 3.8379 3.00 0.994 
13 140 0.0364 12.551 9.20 2.206 
14 120 0.0334 11.517 7.90 2'.048 
15 100 9.0282 ' 9.724 5.00 1.514 
16 80 0.0216 7.4482 3.95 1.245 
17 60 0.0167 5.8586 2.95 0.995 
18 160 0.0390 13.448 11.85 2.495 
19 160 0.0390 13.448 13.45 2.680 
20 140 0.0364 12.551 9.30 2.218 
21 120 0.0334 11.517 6.85 1.897 
22 100 0.0282 9.724 . 6.oo 1.734 
23 80 0.0216 , 7 .4482 4.60 1.415 
24 60 0.0167 5.8586 3,:i5 1.072 
34 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
25 160 0.0390 13.4480 11.50 2 ;(4~'7. 
26 140 0.0364 12. 5510 10.30 2.328 
27 120 0.0334 11~5170 8.50 2.123 
29 80 0.0216 7.4482 5.35 1.591 
30 60 0.0167 5.8586 3.90 1.234 
31 160 0.0390 13.4480 12.20 2.534 
3·2 140 ; 0.0364 12.5510 10.35 2.332 
33 120 . 0.0334 11.5170 7.80 2.035 
34 100 0.0282 9.7240 5.75 1.681 
35 80 0.0216 7.4482 4.20 1.310 
36 60 0.0167 5.8586 2.75 0.936 
37 160 0.0390 13.4480 15.20 2.858 
38 140 0.0364 12.5510 12.55 2. 573 
39 120 0.0334 11.5170 · 9.15 2.200 
40 100 0.0282 9.7240 7.05 1.932 
41 80 0. 0216 7.4482 5.05 1.528 
42 60 0.0167 5 .8586 , 3 .60 . 1.159 
43 160 0.0390 lJ.4480 14.90 2.826 
44 140 0.0364 12.5510 12.55 2.573 . 
45 120 0.0334 11.5170 11.00 2.402 
46 100 0.0282 . 9.7240 8.05 2.068 
47 :3 0 0.0216 7.4482 6.20 1.776 
48 60 0.0167 5.8586 3.95 1.253 
35 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
49 160 0.0390 13.448 15.35 2; 87 f)', .. 
50 140 0.0364 12.551 10.90 2.392 
51 120 0.0334 11.517 8.10 2.074 
52 100 0.0282 9.724 7.15 1.946 
53 80 0.0216 7.4482 5.45 1.618 
54 60 0.0167 5.8586 3.75 1.198 
55 160 0.0390 13.448 16.15 2.965 
56 140 0.0364 12. 551 12.95 2.614 
57 120 0.0334 11. 51? 8. 80 2.158 
58 100 0.0282 9.724 7.40 1.981 
59 80 0.0216 7.4482 5 .60 1.649 
60 60 0.0167 5. 8586 J.40 1.110 
61 160 0.0390 13.448 14.20 2.750 
62 140 0.0364 12. 551 12.60 2. 576 
63 120 0.0334 11.517 9.50 2.241 
64 100 0.0282 9.724 7.10 1.938 
65 :-·. 80 0.0216 7.4482 5.20 1.562 
66 60 0.0167 5.8586 3.65 1.176 
67 160 0.0390 13 ._448 15.15 2.842 
68 140 o. 0364 12. 551 11.05 2.407 
69 120 o. 0334 11.517 9.40 2.229 
70 100 0.0282 9.724 6.60 1.851 
71 80 0.0216 7.4482 4.80 1.464 
72 60 0.0167 5 .8586 3.20 1.058 
36 
(7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 
1 3.24114 740.20 754.95 76 4.23 
2 6.09994 740.20 754.95 76 4.23 
3 7.91757 739.15 753.90 77 4.23 
4 9.93770 739.15 753. 90 77 4.23 
5 14.43516 739.15 753.90 77 4.23 
6 11. 4940 739.15 753.90 77 4.23 
7 15 .69985 742.20 756. 95 81 4.23 
8 12.5116 742.20 756 .95 81 4.23 
9 12.0822 742.20 756.95 81 4.23 
10 8.4940 737.10 751.85 82 4.23 
11 6.9411 737.10 751.85 82 4.23 
12 5.8470 7-37.10 751.85 82 4.23 . 
13 12.9763 741.10 755.85 89 7.80 
14 12.0469 741.10 755.85 89 1.80 
15 8.9058 741.10 755.85 89 7.80 
16 7.3234 741.10 755.85 89 7.80 
.17 5.8530 741.10 755.85 89 7.80 
18 14.6770 741.10· 755.85 89 7.80 
19 15. 7646 737.60 752.35 82 7.80 
20 13.0469 737.60 752.35 82 7.80 
21 11.1587 737.60 752.35 82 7.80 
22 10.1999 737.60 752.35 82 7.80 
23 8.32345 737.60 752.35 82 7.80 
24 6.3058 737.60 752.J5 82 7.80 
37 
7 8 9 10 11 
25 14.4528 743 .60 758.35 78 7.80 
26 13.7000 743.60 758.35 78 7.80 
27 12. 4880 743 .60 758.39 78 7.80 
29 . 9.3588 743.60 758.35 78 7 .Bo 
30 7.2587 743.60 758. 35 78 7.80 
31 14.9059 543.60 758.35 78 7.80 
32 13.7176 1/43.60 758.35 78 7.80 
33 11.9705 743 .60 758.35 78 7.80 
34 9.8882 743.60 758.35 78 7.80 
35 7. 7059 743.60 758.35 78 7.80 
36 5.5058 743 .60 758.35 78 7.80 
37 16.8107 738.76 753.51 77 5 .85 
38 15.1344 738.76 753. 51 77 5.85 
39 12.9404 732. .76 753. 51 77 5 .85 
40 11.3640 738.76 753. 51 77 5.85 
41 8. 9877 . 738.76 753. 51 77 5.85 
42 6.8172 738.76 753. 51 77 ·5.85 
43 16.6225 738. 88 753.63 70 5.85 
44 15.1344 738.88 753.63 70 5.55 
45 14.1286 738.88 753.63 70 5.85 
46 12.1640 739.17 753.92 69 5 .85 
47 10.4465 739.17 753.92 69 5.85 
48 7.3695 739.17 753.92 69 5.85 
38 
7 a· - 9 10 11 
49 16.9117 733.30 748.05 85 5.85 
50 14.0706 733.30 748.05 85 5 .85 
' . 51 733.30 748.05 • • \. • ;I 12.2000 85 ' 5.85 
52 11.4471 733.30 748.05 85 5.85 
53 9.5176 733.30 748.05 . 85 5. 85 
54 7 .0590 733.30 748.05 85 5.8 ~ 
55 17.4412 742.15 756.90 85 5.85 
56 15 .3765 742.15 756.90 85 5.85 
57 : 12.6941 742.15 756.90 85 5.85 
58 11.6529 742.15 756 .90 85 5.85 
59 9. 7000 742.15 756.90 85 5.85 
60 6. 5294 742.15 756. 90 85 5.85 
61 16 .1765 741.50 756.25 81 5.85 
62 15.1529 741.50 756 .25 81 5.85 
63 13.1824 741.50 756. 25 81 5.85 
64 11.4000 741.50 756. 25 81 5.85 
65 9.1882 741.50 756.25 81 5.85 
66 6.9176 741.50 756.26 81 5.85 
67 16.7176 750.50 765. 25 83 5.85 
68 I 14.1588 750.50 765.25 83 5.85 
69 13 .1117 750.50 765. 25 83 5.85 
70 l0.8882 750.50 765. 25 83 5.85 
71 8. 5941 750.50 765. 25 83 5.85 
72 6.2235 750. 5.0 765.25 83 5. 85 
39 
(12) (13) (14) (15) (16) 
1 8.40 o.865 74 9.15 9.25 
2 8.40 o.865 74 17.40 17 .30 
3 8.40 o.865 74 23.05 22.50 
4 8.40 o.865 74 28.35 28.50 
5 8.40 o.865 74 40.60 40.60 
6 8.40 o.865 74 32.35 32.40 
7 6.60 0.762 73 47.65 50.20 
8 6.60 0.762 73 40.15 40.00 
9 6.60 0.762 73 38.45 38.85 
10 6.60 0.762 73 26.85 27.25 
11 6.60 0.762 73 22.65 22.50 
12 6.60 o. 762 ' 73 19.05 19.10 
13 3.75 0.592 73 49.70 49.80 
14 3.75 0.592 73 47.20 '. 47.35 
15 3.75 0.592 73 34.80 34.80 
16 3.75 0.592 73 30.05 30.00 
17 3.75 0.592 73 24.05 23.85 
18 3.75 0.592 73 52.80 52.60 
19 10.40 0.968 73 34.85 34.95 
20 10.40 0.968 73 33.15 33.00 
21 10.40 0.968 73 28.00 27.85 
• 
22 10.40 0.968 73 23.80 23.80 
23 10.40 0.968 73 21.35 21.15 
24 10.40 0.968 73 16.35 16.00 
40 
12 13 14 15 16 
25 16 .25 1.213 70 29.70 29 .30 
26 16.25 l .~· 213 70 27.00 27.00 
27 16.25 1.213 70 24.45 24.45 
29 16.25 1.2.13 70 18.55 18.30 
30 16.25 1.213 70 15.00 . 14.85 
31 12.25 1.052 70 35.05 34.80 
32 12.25 1.052 70 32.70 32.60 
33 12.25 1.052 70 27 .95 28.00 
34 12.25 1.052 70 23.15 23.15 
35 12.25 1.052 70 18.05 17 .85 
36 12.25 1.052 70 13.75 13.00 
37 8.35 o.865 68 45.15 44.90 
38 8.35 o. 865 68 41.45 41.45 
39 8 .35 o. 865 68 35.85 36.00 
40 8.35 o.865 68 30.45 30.75 
41 8 .35 o.865 68 25 .65· 25.70 
42 8.35 o.865 68 18.70 19.25 
43 6.60 0.762 70 48.45 48.25 
44 6 .60 0.762 70 45.10 45.65 
45 6 .60 0.762 70 42.80 42.90 
46 6.60 0.762 ~3 36.20 36.35 
47 6.60 0.762 73 31.85 31.75 
48 6.60 0.762 73 22.35 22.40 
41 
12 13 14 15 16 
49 12.25 1.052 70 36.10 36.25 
50 12.25 1.052 70 31.10 , 31.55 
51 12.25 1.052 70 27. 50 27.2'5 
52 12.25 1,052 70 24.55 24.40 
53 12.25 1.052 70 20.90 20.95 
54 12.25 1.052 70 16 .65 16.50 
55 16.25 1.213 73 33,50 33.25 
56 16.25 1.213 73 30.40 30.40 
.· . 57 16 .25 1.213 73 . 25. 5·5 25.25 
58 16 .25 1.213 73 22.35 22.25 
59 16 .25 1.213 73 18~75 18.60 
60 16.25 1.213 73 13.50 ·13.45 
61 10.40 0.968 72 37.15 37.20 
62 10.40 0.968 72 35.00 35.15 
63 10.40 0.968 72 32.30 32.25 
64 10.40 0.968 72 27.15 27.15 
65 10.40 0.968 72 22.20 22.25 
66 10.40 0.968 72 17.40 17.30 
67 3,75 o. 592 76 60.05 60.15 
68 3,75 0.592 ~6 54.75 . 54.9'0• 
69 3,75 o. 592 76 51.20 51.15 
70 3,75 0.592 76 41.85 41.50 
71 . 3,75 o. 592 76 33 .95 34.15 
72 3,75 0.592 76 24.90 24.65 
42 
(17) (18) ( 19) (20) (21) 
1 9.25 9.25 0.92224 0.06212 0. 5373 
2 17.40 l?.'40 l ·.-73481 o~ii796 1.0203 
3 22.50 22.50 2.24329 0.15254 1.3194 
4 28.50 28.38 ¢.8JS49 0.19125 1.6521 
5 40.60 40.60 4.04863 o. 27530 2.3813 
6 32.40 32.40 3.23034 0.21966 1.9000 
7 50.30 50.25 4.98515 0.33899 2.5831 
8 41.25 40.08 3.97620 0.27038 2.0602 
9 38.90 38.88 . 3. 85716 0.26228 1.9985 
10 27.20 27.23 2.70140 0.18369 1.3997 
11 22.50 22.50 2.23210 0.15178 1.1565 
12 19 .05 19.05 1.88990 0.12851 o. 9792 
13 49.70 49.70 4.93050 0.33527 1.9848 
14 47.25 47.27 4.68950 o. 31888 1.8877 
15 34.95 34.80 3.45240 0.23476 1.3897 
16 30.05 30.05 2.97670 0.20241 1.1982 
17 23.85 23.85 2.36600 0.16088 0.9524 
18 53.75 52.70 5.22820 0.35551 2.1046 
19 34.90 34.90 3.46230 0.23543 2.2789 
20 32.95 32.98 3.27180 0.22246 2.1534 
21 27. 85 27.85 2. 76290 0.18787 1.8185 
22 23. 75 23.80 2.36110 0.16055 1.5541 
23 21.20 21.18 2.10120 0.14288 1.3830 
24 16.00 16.00 1.58730 0.10793 1.0447 
43 
17 18 19 20 21 
25 29.35 29.33 2.9097 0.19786 2.4000 
26 27.05 27.00 2.6785 0.18213 2.2092 
27 24.45 24.45 2.4256 0.16494 2.0007 
29 18.35 18.33 1.8184 0.12365 1.4998 
30 14.80 14.83 1.4712 o.1ooq4 1.2130 
31 35.00 35. 03. 3.4752 0.23631 2.4849 . 
32 32.40 32.53 3.2272 0.21945 2.3086 
33 27 .95 27 .95 2.7728 0.18855 1.9835 
34 23.05 23.15 2. 296& 0.15616 1.6428 
35 18.05 18.05 1. 790? 0.12176 1.2809 
36 13.05 13.03 1.2926 0.08790 0.9247 
37 44.70 44.92 4.4564 0.30303 2.6212 
38 41.55 41.45 4.1121 0.27962 2.4~87 
39 35. 85 ' 35 .85 3.5566 0.24185 2. 0920 
40 30.80 30.67 3.0427 0.20690 1. 7897 
41 25.55 25.63 2.5427 0.17290 1.4956 . 
42 19.25 19 .25 1.9097 0.12986 1.1233 
43 48.60 48.43 4.8046 0.32671 2.4895 
44 45.35 45.37 4. 5010 0.30607 2.3322 
45 42.85 42.85 4~2410 0.28907 2.2027 
46 36.60 36.38 3.6092 0.24542 1.8701 
47 32.00 31.87 3.1617 0.21500 1.6383 
48 21.95 22.23 2.2054 0.14997 1.1427 
44 
17 18 19 20 21 
49 , 36.20 36.18 3.58931 0.24407 2.5676 
50 31.60 31.57 3.13196 0. 21297 2.2405 
51 27 .35 27.37 2.71529 0.18464 1.9424 
52 24.55 24.50 2.43057 0.16528 i.7387 
53 21.00 20.95 2.07839 o.i4133 1.4868 
54 16.45 16.53 1.63989 0:11151 1.1731 
55 33.35 33.37 3.31054 0.22512 2.7306 
56 30.25 30.35 3.01093 0.20474 2.4835 
57 25.40 25.40 2.51986 0.17135 2.0785 
58 22.55 22.38 2.22025 0.15098 1.8313 
59 18.60 18.65 1.85021 0.12581 1.5261 
6b 13.50 13.48 1.33731 0.09094 1.1030 
61 37.20 37 .18 ' 3.68852 0.25082 2.4279 
62 35.05 35.07 3 .47919 o.23658 2.2901 
63 32.25 32.26 3.20042 0.21763 2.1o66 
64 27.15 27.15 2.69347 0.18316 1.7729 
65 22.20 22.22 2.20438 0.14990 1.4510 
66 17.35 17.35 1.72124 0.11704 1.1330 
67 60.15 60.13 5.96532 0.40564 2.4014 
68 54.85 54.83 5.43952 o. 36989 2.1897 
69 51.15 51.17 5.07642 0.34520 2.0435 
70 41.70 41.68 4.13495 0.28118 1.6645 
71 34.05 34.05 3.37800 0.22970 1.3498 
72 24.65 24.73 2.45339 0.16683 0. 98"76 
45 
( 22) (23) (24) (25) (26) 
1 0.3160 0.137 0.8058 0.41619 58.79 
2 0.6001 . 0.167 0.9823 o.64685 71.19 
3 0.7761 0.266 1.5646 0.82399 72.44 
4 0.9731 0.3?4 2.2000 1.07178 69.90 
5 1.4007 0.727 4.2764 1.39994 77.76 
6 1.1176 o.540 3.1764 1.26663 68.41 
7 1. 5194 0.859 5.0528 1.41209 84.16 
8 1.2118 o.668 3.9293 1.27681 74.17 
9 1.1755 0.565 3.2720 1.09322 83.65 
10 0.8233 0.443 2 .6058 0. 82975 76.96 
11 0.6802 0.235 1.3823 0.65526 79.64 
12 0 . 5760 0.148 o. 8705 0.82975 99.40 
13 1.1675 2.212 13.0110 0.65526 70.-82 
14 1.1104 1.603 9 .4290 0.44226 71.61 
15 0.8174 1.243 7.3110 1.38486 63.41 
16 0.7048 0.468 2.7530 1.27217 67.66 
17 o. 5602 0.426 2. 5061 1.06145 68.65 
18 1.2379 3.904 22.9670 -0 •. 81805 74.30 
19 1.3405 4.011 23. 5940 1.50244 78.94 
20 1.2670 o.646 3~8002 1.48530 66.08 
21 1.0696 o.685 4.0291 1.26369 66.43 
22 0.9141 1.799 10.5820 1.07439 71.42 
23 0.8135 0.320 1.8823 0.82705 74.81 
24 0 .6145 0.273 1.6058 0.64891 73.11 
46 
22 23 24 25 26 
25 1.4117 0.570 3.3529 1.48932 73.59 
26 1.2995 1.198 7.0500 1.39210 74.61 
27 1.1768 1.222 7 .1901 1.28658 73.61 
29 0.8822 0.913 5.3680 0.83841 84.65 
30 0.7135 0.210 1.2352 o.65844 83.60 
31 1. 4616 0.491 2.8823 1.49386 75 .67 
32 1.3580 0.234 1.3412 1. 39227 74.71 
33 1.1667 0.415 2.4411 1.27081 71.43 
34 0.9663 0.382 2. 2470 1.07128 69.99 
35 o. 7534 0.291 1.7117 0.82188 71.10 
36 0.5439 0.113 o.6646 o.64091 65.14 
37 1.5418 2.377 13.9280 1.51291 83.73 
38 1.4227 1.542 9.073 1.40644 81.08 
39 1.2305 1.080 6.354 1.28110 76.11 
40 1.0527 1.423 8.371 1.08604 78.85 
41 0.8797 0.324 1.906 0.83470 81~14 . 
42 0. 6607 0.357 2.099 0.65403 78.54 
43 1.4644 3.364 19. 790 1.51102 82.91 
44 1.3718 2.407 14.162 1.40644 81.10 
45 1.2956 1.993 11. 723 1. 29299 82.35 
46 1.1000 1.979 11.640 . 1.09404 83.82 
47 0.9636 1.377 8.101 0 .84928 85.19 
48 0.6722 1.102 6.480 o.65955 84.24 
47 
22 23 24 25 26 
49 1.51035 3.07394 18.082 1.51392 83. 563 
50 1. 31794 1.51504 8. 912 . 1.39581 75.408 
51 1.14259 1. 3·159.7 7 .741 1.27370 71.651 
i 
52 1.02276 2.07315 12.195 1. 080.87 78.765 
53 0.87459 1.31189 7. 71.7 o.$39.99 84.?57 
54 0.69006 0.24888 1.46~ 0 .656.33 80 .. 318 
55 1.60623 2.34413 13.789 1~51:921 86. ~95 
56 1.46088 1. 30.509 7.677 1.40.8'87 82. 6.@9 
5? 1.22265 o. 7949e 4,676 1.47-864 75.1:44 
58 1.07723 1.49702 8.806 1.0.8.893 80.<797 
59 0.89771 1.22893 7.229 o.&4182 90 •. 105 
60 o.64882 0.27004 1,412 0.65115 75· •. 897 
61 1.42817 3.22.116 18.948 1. 5.06·56 81 · • .201 
62 1.34711 2.859o6 16.818 . l.4po63 81·.46? 
63 1. 23918 1.34402 7,906 1.283:52 77 •. 670 
64 1.04288 1.65104 9 .712. 1.08640 79 .• 356 
65 o. 85353 1.10993 6.529 0. 83:6.70 81.047 
66 o.66647 0.42993 2.529 o_,.655-04 79,,$?5 
67 1. 41259 2.70589 15 .917 1:. 51198 84_·.612 
68 ' 1.28806 2.17124 12.772 1.396~9 77'.576 
69 1.20206 1.85487 ·10.911 1.282~2 78~216 
70 0,97912 1.86490 10.970 1.08128 77.0~8 
71 0,79988 1.01541 5 .953 0.83076 79-164 
72 o. 58094 o. 70397 4.141 o.64809 73.485 
48 
(27) (28) (29) (30) (31) 
1 0. 38459 7.92 747.03 1.56 0.40 
2 0.58684 7.92 747.03 1.25 o.84 
3 0.74638 7.92 745 .98 1. 56 1.07 
4 0.97460 - 7.92 745 .98 1.68 1.32 
5 1.25937 7.92 745 .98 2.53 1.96 
6 1.15487 7.92 745 .98 2.05 1. 56 
7 1.26015 7.92 749.03 3.00 2.35 
8 1.15563 7.92 749.03 2.54 1 .86 
9 0.97567 7.92 749.03 2.55 1.82 
10 o. 74742 7.92 743.93 2.59 1.27 
11 0. 58724 7.92 743.93 1.75 1.03 
12 0.38466 7.92 943.93 1.68 o.88 
13 1.26811 14.58 741.27 7.60 2.32 
14 1.16113 14.58 741.27 6.01 2.22 
15 0.97971 14.58 741.27 5.53 1.61 
16 0.74757 14.58 741.27 2. 72 1.37 
17 0.58836 14.58 741.27 3.16 1.10 
18 1.36776 14.58 741.27 12.44 2.54 
19 1.36839 14.58 737.77 12.72 1.60 
20 1.25890 14.58 737.77 2.23 1.54 
21 1.15673 14.58 737.77 2.57 1.30 
22 0.98298 14.58 737.77 7.94 1.10 
23 0.74570 14.58 737.77 1.86 0.95 
24 0. 58746 14.58 737. 77 2.02 0.74 
. 
49 
27 28 29 30 31 
25 1.34815 14. 58 743. 77 1.85 1.25 
26 1.26215 14.58 743.77 4.15 1.14 
27 1.15889 14.58 743. 77 4.61 1.02 
29 0.75018 14.58 743.77 5.32 0.78 
30 0. 58709 14.58 743.77 1. 56 0.63 
31 1.34768 14.58 743. 77 1. 59 1.48 
32 1 . 25644 14.58 743.77 1.45 1.39 
33 1.15414 14.58 743.77 1.57 1.18 
34 0.97465 14.58 743.77 1.71 0.98 
35 o. 74653 14. 58_ 743. 77 1.70 0.74 
36 o. 58652 14.58 743 .?7 Q.84 0.50 
37 1.35873 10.95 742. 56 7.61 1. 80 
38 1.26417 10.95 742.56 5.33 1.68 
39 1. 15805 10.95 742.56 4.07 1.43 
40 0. 98077 10.95 742.56 6.34 1.23 
41 0.74673 10.95 742.56 1.89 1.02 
42 0.58796 10.95 742.56 2.65 0.87 
43 1. 36459 10.95 742.68 10.77 2.07 
44 1. 26926 10.95 742.68 8.28 1.93 
45 1.16342 10.95 742.68 7.48 1.84 
46 0.98404 10.95 742.98 8.79 1.70 
47 o. 75292 . 10. 95 742.98 7.99 1.48 
48 0. 59234 10.95 742.98 8.13 1.02 
50 
27 28 29 30 31 
49 1.36288 10.95 737 .10 9.779 1.55 
50 1.26401 10.95 737 .10 5 .197 1.34 
51 1.15944 10 .95 737.10 4.921 1.16 
52 o.9 .S459 10 .95 737 .10 9 .~30 1.03 
53 0.75254 10 .95 737.10 7.559 o.88 
54 0.58732 10 .95 737 .10 1.837 0.70 
55 1. 35859 10.95 745.95 7.571 1.54 
56 1.26278 10 .95 745.95 4. 545 1.41 
57 1.15637 l 0 .95 745 .95 3.016 1.18 
58 0.98121 10.95 745.95 6. 695 1.02 
59 0.75205 10.95 745. 9 5 7.170 0. 87 
60 0.58627 10.95 745 .95 1.053 0.61 
61 1.36375 10.95 745.30 10.355 1.69 ' 
62 1. 27192 10 .95 745 . 30 9. 855 1.60 
63 1 .15961 10.95 745 .30 5.081 1.44 
64 o. 98211 10.95 745.30 7.370 1.22 
65 0.75135 10. :; 5 745. 30 6.476 1.00 
66 0.58839 10. 95 745 .30 3.203 0.78 
67 1. 36072 10.95 754.30 ,g. 823 3.05 
68 1.26787 10.95 754;30 7. 598 2.79 
69 1.16261 10.95 754 .30 7. 079 2.60 
70 o. 98337 10.95 754 .30 8.415 2.10 
71 0. 75077 10 .9 5 754.30 5. 981 1.73 
72 o. 59000 10 .95 754.30 s.294 1.24 
51 
(32) (33) (34) (35) (36) 
1 14.60 0.01921 0.01735 5.688 1054.88 
2 13.60 0.01789 0.01735 11.600 ~L054. 88 
3 14.23 0.01872 0.01735 14.337 ;I-054.88 
4 12.99 0.01709 0.01735 19 .691 1054.88 
5 15.63 0.02056 0.01735 23. 560 1054.88 
6 13.49 0.01775 0.01735 21. 774 1054.88 
7 16.78 0.02208 0.01735 23. 9.97 929.27 
8 15.35 0.02019 0.01735 20.·756 . 929.27 
9 17.18 0.02260 0 .• 01735 17 .987 929. 27 
10 18.36 0.02415 0.01735 ll.789 929.27 
11 20.30 0.02672 0.01735 8.803 929.27 
12 24.66 0.03245 0.01735 6.138 929.27 
13 24.66 0.03245 0.03198 l 6.750 721.95 
14 19.49 o. 02577 0.03198 8.084 721.95 
15 21.49 0.02828 0.03198 5.423 . 721.95 
16 16.74 0.02193 0.03198 ~.030 72:1:..95 
17 16.51 0.02172 0.03198 4.840 721.95 
18 31.22 0.04108 0.03198 8.658 721.95 
19 34.13 0.04490 0.03198 5.601 1180.48 
20 14.07 0.01850 0.03198 12.849 1180.·48 
21 16.22 0.02133 0.03198 9.408 1180.48 
22 27.24 0.03583 0 .03·198 4.786 1180.48 
23 18.08 0.02378 0.03198 6.418 1180.48 
24 17.62 0.02317 0.03198 4.9?5 1180.48 
52 
32 33 34 35 36 
25 14.955 0.01967 0.03198 13. 46 5 1479.16 
26 22.052 0.02901 0.03198 8.404 1479.16 
27 22.940 0.03018 0.03198 7.315 1479.16 
29 27.232 0.03583 0.03198 4.619 1479.16 
30 18. 26 5 0 .02403 0.03198 5. 572 147S.16 
31 11.370 0.01496 0.03198 18.329 1282.93 
32 10 .180 0.01339 0.03198 16.166 1282.93 
• 
' 33 12~872 0.01693 0.03198 12.928 1282.93 
34 15.006 0.01974 0.03198 9.183 1282.93 
35 16 .190 0.02130 0.03198 6.635 1282.93 
36 12.251 a.01611 0 .03198 6.334 1282.93 
37 28.774 0.03786 0.02396 10.197 1054.88 
38 24. 594 0.03236 0.02396 11.008 1043.88 
39 21. 557 0.02836 0.02396 10.864 1043.88 
40 26 .699 . 0.03513 o. 02396 7.503 1043.88 
41 11? . 564 0.02311 0.02396 7.028 . 1043.88 
42 20. 087 0.02643 0.02396 6.260 1054.88 
43 32.357 0.042 57 0.02396 8.613 929.27 
44 28. 887 0.03800 o_.02396 9.039 929.27 
45 28 .920 0.03805 0.02396 8.526 929.27 
46 30.630 0.04030 0.02396 6.853 929.27 
47 30.238 0.03978 0.02396 6.065 929.27 
48 20.938 0.04071 0.02396 4.134 929. 27 
53 
32 33 34 35 36 
49 32 .094 0.04223 0.02396, 8.956 1282.93 
50 23. 765 0.03127 0.02396 : 10. 554 1282.93 
51 22.761 0.02995 o. 0-2396 9.553 1282.93 
52 30.791 0.()4051 0.02396 6.332 1282.93 
53 30.521 0.04016 0.02396 5.453 1282.93 
54 18.463 0. 02429 0.02396 7.114 1282.93 
55 29 .940 0.03939 0.02326 10.211 1479.19 
56 23.992 0.3157 0.02396 11.588 147.9 .I9 
57 19.523 0.02569 0.02396 11.918 1479.19 
58 28 .074 0.03694 0. 02396_ 7.303 1479 .19 
59 31.203 0.04-105 0.02396 5.476 14'79 .19 
60 14. 574 0.01918 0.02396 8.471 1479.19 
61 31.966 0.04206 0.0239.6 8. 503 . 1180.48 
62 31.555 0.04152 0.02396 s.125 1180.48 
63 23.868 0.03140 0.02396 7.378 1180.4S 
64 28.300 0.03724 0.02396 7.013 .1180.48 
65 
-28.305 0.03724 0.02396 5.739 1180.48 1 
66 21.988 0.02893 0.02396 5.769 1180.48 
67 23.620 0.03765 0.02396 · 9.395 721.95 
68 25.502 o. 03356 0.02396 9.611 721.95 
69 25.166 0.03311 0.02396 9.091 721.95 
70 27.750 0.03651 0.02396 6.7i6 721.95 
71 25. 218 0.03318 0.02396 6.037 721.95 
72 23.675 0.03115 
.. 0.02396 4.670 721.95 
54 
(37) (38) (39) (40) (41) 
1 0.46804 0. 400290 750 . 99 0.15868 1.6527 
2 o. 71446 0. 616845 750.99 0. 24414 2.5431 
3 0.90832 0. 785185 949 ~94 0. 34530 3. 5968 
4 1.18585 1.023188 949.94 0.40630 4. 2323 
5 1. 53061 1. 329455 949 .94 0 . 52793 5.4991 
6 1. 40451 1 . 210750 949 .94 0. 48077 5.0080 
7 1 . 53061 1. 336120 952 .99 0. 53234 5. 5452 
8 1.40451 1. 216220 952.99 0. 48458 5. 0476 
9 1 .18585 1.034495 952. 99 0. 41217 4. 2934 
10 0.90832 o. 788585 947 . 89 0 .31692 3. 3012 
11 0.71446 0.621250 747 . 89 0. 24900 2. 5937 
12 0.46804 0.413460 747. 89 0.16616 1. 7309 
13 1. 53061 1. 326485 748. 56 0. 53949 5.6196 
14 1 .40451 1 .• 216650 748. 56 0.49482 5.1543 
15 1 .1858.5 1. 020580 748. 56 0.41508 4. 3237 
16 0. 90832 0. 882810 748. 56 0. 35905 . 3.7400 
17 0 .71446 0. 616378 748. 56 0. 25069 2.6113 
18 1 .64000 1. 429668 748. 56 o. 58146 6. 0568 
19 1.64000 1.435415 745 . 06 0. 57906 6. 0319 
20 2. 53061 1. 372100 745 .06 o. 55352 5. 7658 
21 1. 40451 1. 210210 745 . 06 0. 48821 5. 0855 
22 1 .18585 1. 028685 745.06 0 .41498 4. 3227 
23 0 .90832 o. 786375 745.06 0 .31724 3. 3045 
24 o. 71446 0.618185 74~ . 06 0. 24938 - 2. 5977 
55 
37 38 39 40 41 
25 1. 64000 1.418735 751.06 o. 56357 5 .8892 
26 1. 53061 1.327125 751.06 0.52718 5 .4915 
27 1.40451 1.227735 751.06 0.48770 5.0802 
29 0.90832 o. 794294 751.06 0.31552 3.2866 
30 0.71446 0. 627765 751. ·06 0.24937 2. 5976 . 
31 1.64000 1.420770 751.06 o. 56438 5.8789 
32 1.53061 1.324358 751.06 o. 52608 5.4800 
33 1.40451 1.212475 751.06 0.48164 5.0170 
34 1.18585 1. 022964 751.06 0.40636 4.2329 
35 0.90832 0.784204 . 751. 06 0.31152 3.2450 
36 o. 71440 0.613715 751.06 0.24379 2.5395 
37 1.64000 1.435818 748.03 0.57160 13 .609~ 
38 1.53061 1.335308 748.03 o. 53159 12.6568 
39 1.40451 1.219579 748.03 0.48551 11.5598 
40 1.18585 . 1.033405 748.03 0.41140 9.7952 
41 o. 90832 0.790712 748.03 o. 31478 . 7 .4948 
42 0.71446 0.620995 748.03 0.24722 5.886'2 
43 1. 64000 1.437807 748.15 o. 56484 13.4486 
44 1.53061 1.338353 74_8.15 o. 52577 12.·5184 
45 1.40451 1.228205 748.15 0.48250 11-.4881 
46 1.18585 1.039340 748.45 0.40737 9.6993 
47 0.90832 0.801103 748.45 0.31399 7.4760 
48 0.71446 0.625948 748.45 0.24537 5.8414 
56 
37 38 39 40 41 
49 1.64000 1.438395 742.58 0.58543 13.9387 
50 1.53061 1.329909 742.58 0.54127 12.8874 
51 1.40451 1. 216570 742.58 0.49514 ll.7891 
52 1.185 85 1.035733 742.58 0.42154 l0.0367 
53 0.90832 o. 796267 742.58 0.32408 7.7162 . 
54 0.71446 0.621827 742.58 0.25J08 6.0258 
55 1.64000 1.438900 751.47 0.57871 13.7786 
56 1. 53061 1.335821 751 .47 0.53725 12. 7916 
57 1.40451 1.217508 751.47 0. 48967 11.6587 
58 1 .18585 1.035067 ·751.47 0.41629 9.9116 
59 0. 90832 0 .796935 751 .47 0.32052 7.6~13 
60 0.71446 0. 618713 751.47 0.24884 5. 9247 
61 1.64000 1.435157 750. 78 0.57349 13.6545 
62 1.53061 1.339.273 750. 78 0.53517 12.7422 
63 1 .40451 1. 221565 750.78 0.48814 11.6223 
64 1.18585 1. 034256 750.78 0.41329 9.8402 
65 0.90832 o. 794026 750.78 0.31729 7.5546 
66 1.71446 0.621712 750.78 0.24844 5.9151 
67 1.64000 1.436347 759.78 o. 56926 13.5539 
68 i.53061 1.332280 759 .78 0.52802 12.5718 
69 1.40451 1.222714 759 ·. 78 0. 48459 11.5379 
70 1.18585 1.032326 759.78 0.40914 9.7414 
71 0. 90832 0.790767 759. 78 0.31340 7.4619 
72 0.71446 0.619048 759.78 0.24535 5 .8415 
57 
42 43 44 45 46 
1 0 •. 27408 0.62358 l.6J802 25446 41.681 
2 0.32556 1.04510 2.31114 23360 5~.988 
3 0.37392 1.58342 3.048(5 21807 66 .484 
4 0.39912 1.92563 3.4735 21100 73 .• 290_ 
5 0.44328 2.63811 4.2847 20012 85.745 
6 0.42696 2.35731 3.9850 20395 81.070 
7 0.44472 2.66392 4.3126 19983 86 .178. 
8 0.42828 2 . 37928 3.9_996 20366 81.456 
9 0.40140 1.95880 3.5133 21047 7J.9,4~ 
10 0.36132 1.42869 2.86467 22182 6.).146 
11 0.32820 1.07073 2.3488 23255 54.621 
12 0.27912 0.65862 1.6988 25229 42 .859 
13 0.44712 2.71092 4.3632 19900 86.8~7 
14 0.43188 2 .43978 4.0672 20281 82.486 
15 0.40260 1.97645 3.5344 21001 74.225 
16 0.37992 1.66088 3.1474 21617 .68. 03'7 
17 0.32904 1.07897 2.3608 23234 54. 851· 
18 0.46068 2.96115 4.6277 19703 91.179 
19 0.45996 2 .94729 4.6132 19647 90.636 . 
20 0.45168 2.79997 4.4486 19116 85.040 
21 0.42960 2.40135 4.0243 20331 81.818 
22 0.40260 1.97644 3.5344 20996 74.207 
23 0.36156 1.43154 2.8513 22160 63.185 
24 0.32832 1.07190 2.3505 23265 54.684 
" 
58 
42 43 44 45 46 
25 0.45552 2.86276 4.5246 19686 89 .071 
26 0.44304 2.63373 4.2801 20016 85.67.0 
27 0.42936 2.39686 4.<'198 20347 81. ?92 
29 0.36072 1.42158 2.8373- 22195 62.97.3 
JO 0.32832 1.07190 2.3505 23264 54.682 
31 0.45528 2.8582 4.5198 19746 89 .248 
32 0.44268 2.62744 4.2731 20022 85.556 
33 0.42732 2.36332 3.9817 20380 81.147 
34 0.39912 1.92563 3.4735 21103 73.302 
35 0.35892 1.40041 2. 8091 22245 62.487 
36 0.32544 1.04394 2.3094 23353 53.932 
37 0.63684 7.82256 8.8434 7307 64.619 
38 0.61860 7 .16953 8.3442 '7415 , 61.'868 
39 o. 59664 6.43283 7.7623 7547 58.585 
40 o. 558'36 5. 27237 6.7982 7803 53.046 
41 0.50172 3 .82514 5 .4890 8229 45 .170 
42 0.45372 2.82885 4.4889 8739 39. 230 
43 0.63372 7.70822 8.7571 7328 64.169 
44 0.61596 7.07831 8.2732 7428 61.4:52 
45 o. 59532 6.39018 7.7280 7551 58.351 
46 0.55620 5.21139 6.745? 7817 52. 730 
47 0.50112 3.81138 5.4758 8238 
45 •. 111 / 
48 0.45420 2.83782 4.4984 8645 . 38~890 
59 
42 43 44 45 46 
49 0.64296 8.05389 9. 01892 2769 65.557 
50 0.62316 7 .33253 8.47203 7382 62. 538 
51 0.60168 6.60012 7. 89804 7502 59 .251 
52 0.56388 5.43269 6 .93948 7759 53. 845 
53 o. 50760 3.96295 5.62123 8178 45.969 : 
54 0.45972 2.93284 4.61078 8629 39.787 
55 o.64008 7.94614 8.93828 7284 65.107 
56 0.62136 7.27619 8.42858 7383 62.234 
57 0.59868 6. 50189 7. 81947 7531 58 .890 
58 0.56100 5.34988 6.86616 7781 53.427 
59 0.50532 3 .90980 ~-57084 8198 45.669 
60 0.45660 2.88445 4.54342 8627 39 .239 
61 0.63768 7 .85713 8.87143 7299 64. 752 . 
62 0.62028 7.23135 8.39390 7400 62.120 
63 0.59784 6.47455 7.79755 7539 58 •. 788' 
64 o.55944 5.30537 6.82802 7720 52.710 
65 0.50028 3. 79396 5.46027 8363 45.666 
66 0.45636 2.87989 4.54363 8629 39. 2'09 
67 0.63576 7. 78632 8.81803 7311 64.470 
68 0.61704 7.11861 8.30644 7417 61.612 
69 o. 59616 6.42013 7.75379 7548 58.525 
70 0.55716 5.24077 6.77248 7807 52.871 
71 0.50076 3.80480 5.40775 8237 45.062 
72 :(). 45408;· 2.83696 4.49835 8648 38.903 
60 
47 48 49 50 51 
1 36.36 9.6947 0.40808 23. 520 0.24183 
2 39.66 8.8880 0.47984 27 .656 0. 41944 
3 42.48 8 a oo • 2/ '- 0.55168 31.797 0.45089 
4 43.92 8. 0259 0 .58822 33. 903 0.58080 
5 46.08 7.6497 0.65592 37.805 0.62320 
6 45.42 7. 7609 0.62917 36.263 0.60045 
7 46.38 7 .6003 o.65498 37.751 0.63036 
8 45.48 7. 7506 0.63133 36.388 0.57040 
9 44.04 8.0041 0.59185 34.112 0.52729 
10 41.82 8.4290 0.53226 30.678 0.38428 
11 39.84 2· .8479 0.48328 27.855 0.37123 
12 36.72 9. 5997 0.41143 23.713 0.25884 
13 46.47 13. 9875 1.21449 37.976 0.17775 
14 45.66 14.2356 1.17423 36.717 0.22018 
15 44.10 14.7392 1.09402 34.209 0.15852 .. 
16 42.84 15 .1727 1.03230 32.279 0 .18680 
17 39 .90 16. 2907 o. 89356 27. 941 0.17320 
18 47.16 13. 7828 0. 25670 39.296 0.22033 
19 47.10 13.8004 1. 25081 39.112 0.24320 
20 46.74 13.9067 1.18262 36.980 0.3.4745 
21 45' .60 14.2544 1.16626 36.468 0 .25798 
22 44.10 14. 7392 1. 09375 34.201 0.13941 
23 41.76 15. 565 0 .98347 30. 753 0.20869 
24 39 . 84 16. 3153 0. 89218 27.898 0.17833 
61 
47 48 49 50 51 
25 46.92 13.8533 1.23393 38.844 0.34664 
26 46~46 13.9905 1.19856 37.478 0.22424 
27 45'. 54 14.2732 1.16743 36.505 0.20038 
29 40.?0 15.9705 1.00571 31.448 0.14688 
30 39 .84 16.3152 0.89215 27.897 0.15973 
31 46 .95 13.8445 1. 23559 38.636 · 0.47207 
32 46 . 25 14.0510 l.2oi15 37.590 0.43006 
33 45.42 14.3109 1.16128 36.313 0.35601 
34 43.92 14.?996 i .-08484 33 •. 922 0.27071 
35 39.64 16.3976 1. 02463 32.039 0.20709 
36 39 .24 16.5647 0.89337 27 _.935 0 .22674 
37 55.44 8.7932 o. 56821 23.715 0.42998 
38 54.66 . 8. 9188 0.55179 23.030 0.47799 
39 53.67 9.0382 o. 52950 22.099 0.49160 
40 51.96 9.3822 0.49769 20 .772.·< o_. 36121 
41 49 .20 9.9085 0 .44757 18.680 0~37'623 
42 46.86 10.4033 0.40812 17.033 0.361152-
43 55.32 8.8123 o. 56547 23.601 0~36494 
44 54.48 8 .9482 0.54988 22 .950 o·. 39.386. 
.. 
I 
45 53 .61 9.0934 0. 53061 22.146 -O.JH499 
46 51.84 9.4039 o. 49595 20.699 0.33021 
47 49 .20 9.9085 0.44698 18.655 0.32511 
48 46.86 10.4033 0.40458 16.886 0.24482 
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47 48 49 50 51 
49 55.71 8. 7506 0.57367 23.944 0.37404 
50 54.84 9.0137 o. 56370 23.527 o.338lli6 
51 53.89 9.0458 o. 53597 22.369 0.42706 
52 52.17 9.3444 0.50098 20.909 0.30284 
53 49.52 9.8437 0.45250 18.886 0.28873 
54 47.13 . 10.3437 0.41154 17 .176· ' 0.31418 
55 55.61 8.7667 0.57078 23. 822 0.42864 
56 54.78 .8 .8992 0.55383 · 23 .1I5 o. 50132 ,: 
57 53.77 9.0660 0 •. 53390 22.283 0.53485 
58 52.05 9.3660 0.50040. 20. 885~ . 0.34968 
59 49.44 9.8604 0.45031 18. 794 0.29137 
60 46.98 io.3767 0. 40717 16.994 
.0.33963 
... 
61 55.51 8.7828 0.56870 23.735 0.35825 
62 54. 71 8.9109 0.55354 23.103 0.35168 
63 53.73 9.0731 o. 53339 22.262 0.33142 
64 51.96 9.3822 0.49454 20.640 
·0.33978-
65 49.17 9. 9145 0.45276 18.896 0.303.72 
66 46.92 10.3900 0.40738 17.002 0.28931 
67 55.42 8. 7971 0.56714 23.670 0.39692 
.. 
68 54.24 8. 9878 0.55375 23.112 ' 6.41584' 
69 53.64 9.0883 o. 53189 22.199 0.40952 
70 51.89 9 .3952 0.49674 20.732 
. 0.3?394 
71 49 .19 9.9109 0.44661 18.640 0.32387 



























Nomenclature of Table v 
Nomenclature 
run number 
air rotameter reading, Figure 5 
pounds dry air per minute 
pound moles air x 104 per minute 
ammonia orfice reading, inchew CCl4 
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pounds NH3 x io3 entering tower per minute 
pound moles NH3 x 105 entering tower per minute 
barometric pressure, millimeters mercury 
total pressure of gas entering tower, milli-
meters mercury 
gas temperature., degree Fahrenheit 
height of liquid in tower, inches 
water manometer reading, inches CC14 
pounds water per minute 
temperature of absorp t ion, degree Fahrenheit 
milliliters of 0.099207 normal HCl used to 
titrate 25 milliliters of tower aliquot 
sample for trial 1, 2, and 3, respectively. 
milliliters of 0~099207 normal HCl used in 
calculation ( average of trials 1,2 and 3) 
milli-equivalent weights of NH3 per 25 
milliliter tower aliquot sample 
_tJounds NH3 absorbed per 100 pounds water 
pounds n~-~ 3 x 103 absorbed per minute 
pound moles NH3 x 10
4 bsorbed per minute 
pound NH3 x 10
4 in exi t t ower ga s per minute 

















total mo~.~i~. g_as,, ~. J~,Q~1 t!ntering tower per 
minute 
partial pressure· Or NH~, 'enbering tower, 
~il)-imet~~~ mer cµry .. • . · '; . ·. ~ " " 
total ~oles gas x 103 leaving tower per 
minute · · · 
' T • .,: ,.: ' ~ 
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hydrostatic head pres.srire in column, milli-
meter merc.ury . . . 1 , : . 
. . ' ' "' , ~ I ~ ~ 
pressure of gas le~vipg co1l~' millimeter 
mercury 
•. t '1 
partial pr'essure ' 'or ' 'Nli3 'leaving'' column, 
millimeter mercury ··: :t . ' ... "·i 
p~ tiaJ. . pr_~s·sure of; .!iE.1 in s9l~p.tion, . milli-
meters mercury ( $Olupiii ty . of ammoma~. in · 
water, page 25) · · · · _" · 
(AP)l.m., modified log mean driving force, 
millimeter ' .mercury 
(AP)1.m., modified log mean driving force, 
a tmo spheres 
tower volume, (cu. ft.) 
KGa, over-all mass.-transf.er coefficient 
based on gas-phase driving force, lb. moles[hr) 
( ·cu • ft • ) ( a trn • ) 
L, superficial mass velocity of liquid, 
lb./(sq.ft.)(hr.) 
G, superficial mass velocity of gas, 
lb. moles· air/(sq.ft.)(hr.) 
arithmetic aver~ge of number of moles of 
gas x 103 entering and leaving tower per min. 
arithmetic average of gas pressure entering 
and leaving tower, millimeter mercury. 
average volume of gas passing through tower 
cu.ft./min. 
average volume of g!s passing through each 











bubble diameter, inches 
volume of bubble, cu. ft. x 105 
area of bubbles, sq. ft. x 103 
bubbles/min. 
s q. ft. of bubble area/min. 
asc ending gas velocity, ft./min. 
time of bubble contact, mi nute x 103 
area of bubbles in tower, sq. ft. 
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a, s q . ft. bubble area/cu . ft. tower volume 
KG , over-all transfer coefficient~ lb. 
mole s NH 3 I (hr • ) ( sq • ft • bub b 1 e ar ea J ( a t m • ) · 
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Calculati6n of Run No. 9 
Operating conditions: 
100 Air Rot ameter Reading 
NH3 orfice Reading .. 
Barometric Pre ssure 
Gas temperature 
7.60 inches CC14 
742 .20 mm. Hg 
81°F 
Temp erature of Absorption 73°F 
Height of effer vescent liquid in column 5.23 inches 
Wat er ~anomet er reading 6 .60 inches 
Tower cross-sectional ar ea 0. 0492 ft. 2 
Downs tr eam NH3 pressure 
Upstream NH3 pressure 







Upstre am air pressure 4.00 .inch Hg 
The upstream and downst:e eam pressures r ·efer to the line 
pressures of the gases before and after entering the 
metering devic~s. They were held constant throughout this 
work as the air and .NH3 calibration curves are based upon 
const ant line pressures. 
From t he chart on page 17 the rate of air flow is 
0 . 0282 pounds dry air per minute and the NH3 rate from 
chart on page 22 is 2.054 x io-3pounds per minute. 
CC14 
The tot al pre ss ur 2 of t he gas eous mixture entering the 
column is t he swn of downstream line pre ssure and the 
Barometric pres sure.· 
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o. 58 inch rg ::::: 14. 75mm rg, 
742.20 + 14.75::::: 756.95mm. Hg 
From the water ca libration curve on pagel5 the water 
r a t e is o. 762 pound i;:er minute.After the tower had rea ched 
e cJ_ui li·brium during continous operation three s amples of 
tower li quid were collected at one minute intervals. A 
25 mill iliter s ampl e wa s t aken from each and titrated with 
standard HCl using methyl orange ~s t h e indicator. After 
t he blari..k wa s subtr2.cted t he results were 38. 45, 38. 85 
and 38 .90 milliliter o:f 0.099207 normal HCl used per 25 
mi lliliters tower solu tion wi t h an average of 38.88 
(ml)( N) ::::: Meq . wei ghts 
( 38 . 88 ) ( o. 099207) = 3. 85716 milliequi vc:.lent wei ghts 
of NH3 per 25 ml. tower a li q_uo t 
An assumption is made ot this point tha t 1 milliliter of 
toHer solution is equa l to 1 gr Pm water. This is justi-
fied becG.use of low l\lli 3 concentration and temper ature of 
. 0 -
absorpt ion being 73 F. 
i.IDJ-!li ~qui val ent wei r-hts) ( o. 017 ~ram NH a) ( 100 gr am sol.) 
( 25 gr am· so·1ution ) ( milliequi va le:at~ ~: 
weight 
gram NHa absorbed 
100 gr am HaO 
Pounds NH a absorbed 
100 pou:ad H20 
( 3. 85716) ( 0.{)17) ( 100 )= O. 26228 pounds l\TH3 absorbed 
(25) 100 poun~s H20 
(Pounds 1'TH s absorbed) ( pound. HzO po~nds NHs absorbed 
( nound H20) (minute) minute 
(0.0026228)(0.762) 0.0019985 Pound NH s absorbed 
minute 
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(pound NH 2) ( 1 pound mole NHs) 
(minute) (17 pound NHs} 
pound moles NHs absorbed 
mi nute 
(0.0019985) = 0.00011755 pound mole NHa absorbed 
(17) minut e 
(0.002054) 
( 17) 
0.000120822 pound -mole NH s enter 
minute 
0.000120833 - 0.00011755 = 3.272 x 10-6 pound mole NH s 
in exit gas 
per minute 
5. 65 x 10-5 pou nd NHs i n exit ga s 
minute 
( pound a ir)( pound mole a ir) = pound mole ai r enter ~nd_ leave 
· ( 29 pound a ir) minute 
-4 
_(_0. 0282} = 9.724 x _lO pound mole a ir enter and leave 
(2S ) mi nute 
9.724 x 10-4 + 1.20822 x 10-4 = 10.9322 x 10-4 moles 
gas enter tower per min. 
9 .724 x 10.;..4 + 3.272 x 10-6 = 9.7567 ·x 10-4 moles 
ga s leaving tower per mi n . 
( moles NHs enter Der minute)(tot .1 pressu re enterinfil 
f moles ge.:s enter T1er mi nute ) 
partia l cre ssure of ent~ring NH s 
(1.20~22 x io-4[(75i.95) = 83.65mm. Hg partia l pressure 
( lO. 9322 x 10- ) of NH a in entering gas 
Calcu l ation of hydrostatic head: 
Assume density of ef fervescent liquid as 1 gr am per 
milliliter. Specific gr avity of mercury= 13.546 
hei gh t of e f fervescent liquid i n tower = 4.23 i nches 
(4.23)(1) = 0.312 i n ch Hg . per 4.23 inches H20 
( 13. 546) 
0.312 i nches Hg= 7.92 mm Hg hydrostatic head 
Pre s sure of ge s leaving tower = pressure of gas 
entering t ower - hydrostatic head 
742.20 + 14.75 - 7.92 749.·03 mm Hg press of gas 
leavi ng tower. 
(moles Nifo in exit ga s per min.)( tota l press. leaving tower)= 
\ moles ga s e xit per mi nute) 
partial pres sure of NHa leaving tower 
6 ,.. 
(3.272 x 10- )(749.03) = 2.55mm Hg parti a l ~~:ressure 
(10. 9322 x 10-4 ) of NHa in exit gas 
The parti a l uressure of ammonia in e quilibrium with 
t~e solution wa s determined f rom Figure 7 on page 25 
and ·was fou nd to be l.82mm of mercury f or a concentration 
of 0.26228 pounds ammonia per 100 lbs. water at 73°F 
wh ich wci. s t he temperature of 8bsorpt1on. The conven-
tional meth od for ca lculation of the lo g mean pressure 
difference cannot be used. Mix1ng1i s· induced as the 
1Bowman , R. A., Iv.Iueller, A.O., a nd Nagle, W. M, Tr.ans. 
A. S. M. E. , 62, 283-294 ( 1940) . 
ammonia fre e water enters a t the section of the tower that 
is in turbulence so tha t a sample of li quid t aken from 
any poi nt in t h e tower would have a constant concentra-
tion. This concentration would be the same a s that of the 
liqui d l eaving t he tower. 
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A F m ( p - P ) - (P P ) :N1fa enter equil . · NH3 exit eouil ~~--~--=-~~~~~~;:.:::;__ 
- LJl (-p~TH 3 ente r - p eaui i: ) 
PNH3 exit - pequil) 
i n millimeters mercury : 
A P = 17 . 18mm Hg . = 0. 02260 a tm. 
m 
Tower volume - (cross sectiona l a rea ) ( lio.uid height) 
= (0 . 0492 ft 2 )(4.23 i nch) (l ftl 
= 0. 01735 ft 3 
(12 i nch) 
KGa ( N ) 
( V) (lJ P m) 
Where KGa = overa ll transfer coeff icient, 
( pound mo le s rffi s absorbed) 
(hr)(ft 3 tower vo l ume) ( atm P ) 
N = ( pot~nd moles .JH3 absorbed) 
(hr) 
V = tower vo lume , f t 3 
.1P~ = modified lo g mean pressure, a t m. 
ll 
(1 . 1755 x 10- 4 ).l§Ql = 17. 987 ( Dound mo le s NH s abs .1 
(e . Ol735)(0 . 02260) (hr)( f t 3 tower vol ) ~atm . P) 
L =lb. H~O/ ( hr. )(sq .ft. cross-section ) 
L = (0. 792)(60) = 929 .27 ( l b . ~z O) 
(0 . 0492) (hr. ) (ft 2 ) 
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G l b . moles air/(hr.)(sq.ft. cross-section ) 
from column (4), air rate= 9.724xlo-4 lb. moles/( min) 
G (9 .724 x 10-4 )(60) 1.18585 (lb.moles afr) 
(0.0492) (hr)(ft 2 ) 
Th e amount of gas pa ssing t h rough t he tower will be 
d i ~ ferent a t t he ~o i nt of liquid cont a ct fro m t hat a t 
the top of the tower a fter contact due t o the volume of 
ammoni a absorbed i n t he process of the gas moving upward 
t h r ough t h e liquid. An arithmetic average is used between 
t h e t ot a l mole s of entrance and exit tower ga ses. The 
average of column 25 e..nd 27 i s 1. 034495 x 10-3 mo le s ga s 
per minute. The avera ge pressure of t he ga s mu s t be used 
because a s the bubble travels upward through the liquid 
t he hydrostatic he &d decrea ses. The avera ge of column 
9 2 nd 29 is 752.99 mm Hg . By using a n a vera ge press~re 
and number of moles of g~ s, an average volume of ga s 
passin p: t h rou gh t he tower mc:\y be ca l cul a ted. 
Avera.ge volume = ( 1. 034495 x 10-3 ) ( 359) ( 760 )( 541) 
( 752. 99 ) ( 492) 
o.412172 ft 3 ga s per minute 
In t he above calculation an assumption wa s made t h a t 
t he exit e.nd entrance ga s were of t he s ame temperature. 
There a re 16 orfices i n t h e bubble cap , ea ch being 
1/16 i n ch i ~ di ameter. 
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( O. 412172) (ft 3 ) ( 1) (min.) ( 1) (bubble c c:~ Q) 
(min) ( 60) (sec) 
4.2934 x 10-4 ft 3 
see 
for each orfice 
The calculation of the bubble diameter and ascending 
velocity are based upon a method by Krevelen and Hotijzerl. 
1van Krevelen, D. W. ,and. __ Hoftijzer, P.J., Chem. Eng. 
Progress, 46, 29-35 (1950) 
The assumptions and justifica.tions for using this method 
are stated previously in this thesis. 
For chainlike bubble formation 
0 2 o.4 () = (72 e ) . VG 
( rr2 g Lle ) 
Where () = bubble diameter, ft. 
e = density of lia_uid 
A~= differ ence in densit y between liquid e.nd ga,s 
g = a cceleration due to gr avity 
VG= gas flow rate per orfice 
t ~ d it of 77°F (me~ n temperatu.re Calcula ion c i gas ens y -
of gas thrmughout t he experiment) 
It was found t hat t he average percentage of l\TH 3 in gas 
was 9.3 mole ~e rcent 
~verage Mol. wt. = (0.907)(29) + (0.093)(17) 27.884 
ga s 
The average temperature of absorption was 74°F 
HzO at 74°F = 62.268 (lb) 
(ft 3 ) 
J_ - ( 62. 268) Ll ~ - = 1. 00115 
( 6 ~.268 - 0 .0707) 
The Q/.c6 ~ term will be con sidered con stant eve n 
t h ough gc:<- s a n d wat e r tempera ture va ries sli ghtly. 
"'"in error of on l y o. 01 !:Jercen t woul d be encountered 
for e a ch de gree ch an ge i n tempera ture. 
12 R~- = t12)(1.00115> 
rr2 g A~ (3J.4) 2 (32.16) 
= (0.22733) 0 · 2 VGo . 4 
- (0.22733) VG2 
= (0.22733)(4.2934 x 10-4 ) 2 
-10 !:i 
= 419.04 x 10 rt -
= 3.345 x io-2 ft 
= o.40140 i n ches 
= 0.22733 (sec 2 ) 
(ft) 
r._ s sume t h2,t t he bubbles a re s pherica l. 
3 Volume = 4rrr 
3 -
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= (4)(3.14121.iQ.2001.t: = 1.95880 x 10-5 (ft 3 ) 
( 3 )(1728 ) (bubble) 
1~rea = 4rr r 2 
= (4)(3.1416)(0.2007) 2 = 3. 5133 (ft 2 l__ 
( 144) (bubble) 
( o. ~-12172) (ft 3 l ( 1 )(bubble) = 21047 (bubbles) 
(mi n ) (1. 9588 x l0- 5( r t 3 ) ( mi nut e ) 
(21047)( bubbles) ~133 x l0-3 )( f t 2 ) -
( minute) ( bu bb le) 
73. 944 ( ft 2 bu bble area ) 
mi nut e 
Vb = _( G o) O • 5 
f2) 
Where: 
Vb = ascending velocity, ft/sec 
p; = acceleration due to gr avity 
c = bubble di ameter, ft 
Vb= ( ~6 .08)(0 .03345 x 10-2 ) 0 .5 





___ = time c·f bubble contact, min . lioui d height..L.feet 
a scrndi ng velocity, ft/min 
-"Z ~.!_2:2l__. _ __ = 8.0041 x 10 ...1 minutes 
( 12 ) ( 44. 04 ) 
(ft 2 bubble area)(minutes contact) =area of bubbles 
{minute) in tower, ft. 
. "Z 
(73.944)(8.0041 x 10- ...1 ) = 0.59185 ft 2 bubble area 
Are a f e,ctor, a = ft 2 bubble c..rea 
ft 3 tower volume 
17.987 {lb mol N1fa) 
(hr) (ft 3 -tower volume) ( atm) 
24.112 (ft 2 bubble ar:iiL_ 
(ft 3 tower volume) 
KG:;: 0.52729 (lb mol 1'..TH3 absorbed) 
(br) (ft 2 bubble area ) ( a tm AP) 
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TFJ3LE VI 
Effect of Gas Velocity on Overall Capacity Coefficient 
L = 1054.88 lb. H20/(hr.)(sq.ft.) 
1/16 inch orfices 3/32 inch orfices 




1.53061 23.560 0.62320 11.008 0.47799 
1.40451 21.774 0.60045 10.864 0.49160 
1.18585 19.691 0.58080 7.503 0.36121 
0.90832 14.337 0.45089 7.028 0.37623 
0.71446 11.600 0.41944 6 .260 0.36752 
0.46804 5.688 0.24183 
* Nomenclature given on page 63 
L : 929.27 lb. H20/(hr .)(sq.ft.) 
i/16 inch orfices 3/32 inch orfices 
G KGa KG KGa K G 
1.64000 8.613 0.36494 
----
1.53061 23.797 0.63036 9.039 0.39386 
1.40451 20. 756 o. 57040 8.526 0.38499 
1.18585 17.987 0.52729 6.835 0.33021 
0.90832 11.789 0.38428 6 .065 0.32511 
0.71446 8. 803 0.37123 4.134 0.24482 
0.46804 6 .138 0.25884 
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~ABLE VI (continued) 
L = 721.95 l b . H20/(hr.)(sq.ft.) 
1/16 i nch orfices 3/32 inch orfices 
G KGa KG KGa KG 
1.64000 8.658 0.22033 9 .395 0.39692 
1.53061 6 .750 0.17775 9 .611 0. 41584 
1.40451 8.084 0.22018 9 . 091 0 .40952 
1.18585 5 .423 0.15852 6.716 0.32394 
0. 90832 6.029 0.186 80 6.037 0.32387 
0. 71446 4. 839 0.17320 4.670 0.27612 
1 = 1180.48 lb. H20/(hr.)(sq.ft.) 
1/12 inch orfices 3/32 inch orfices 
G KGa KG KGa KG 
1.64000 5 .601 0.24320 8.503 0.35825 
1.53061 12. 849 o. 34745 8.125 0.35168 
1.40451 9 .408 0.25798 7.378 0.33142 
1.18585 4.786 0.13941 7.013 0.33978 
0.90832 6 .418 0. 20869 5.739 0.30372 
















TABLE VI (continued) · 
L = 1479.16 lb. H20/(hr.)(sq.ft.) 
1/16 inch orfices 3132 inch orfiees 
KGa KG Ka · G KG. 
13 . 465 0.34664 10.211 0.42864 
8.404 0.22424 11.53~ o. 50132 




'.> 5.476 0.29137 
5.572 0.15973 8.471 0.33963 
L = 1282.93 lb. H20/(hr.)(sq ,.ft.) 
1/16 inch orfices 3/32 inch orfices 
. KGa KG KGa KG, 
18.329 0-.47207 8.956 0.37404 
16.166 0.43006 10.554 o.44816 
12.928 0.35601 9 .553 0.42706 
9.183 0.27071 6.332 0.30284 
., 
6.635 0 .20709 5.453 0 .• 28873 
6 .6334 0.22674 7.114 ©.31418 
Effect of Gas R~tes on KGa 
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Effect of Gas Rates on KG 
1 2 3 
l b . moles g a s/ ( hr . )(s q . ft ~ ) 
Values of the overall transfer coefficient, KG, and 
values of tee liquid rate, L, at constant gas rates, G, 
were obtained from Figures 11, -12, and ,13. These values 
are tabulated below and are crossplott'ed in Figtires 14 .. ·· 
' . 
15, and 16. 
L 
1054.88 






Effect of liquid rates on KG 
G •0.3lb. moles gas/ 
(hr.)(sq.ft.) 
1/16 11 3/32" 




0. 148 0.205 
0.132 0 .250 
0.074 0.214 
0.066 0.154 
G =0.6lb. moles -gas/ 
(hr.) (sq . ft. ) 
---
1/16" 3/32u 








* Nomenclature for the t able given on page 63 
TABLE VI I( con t inued) 
G= 0 .9 lb. moles gas/ G=l.2 lb. moles gas/ 
(hr.)(sq.ft.) ( hr • ) ( sq • ft • ) 
-1; 16 11 3/32" 1/16 11 3t32" 
or fices or fices or fices or fices 
L KG · KG KG KG 
1054.88 0.462 0.372 0.545 0.427 
929.27 0.418 0.280 o. 515 0.330 
721.95 0.184 0.312 0.200 0.362 
1180.48 0.206 0.310 0.237 0 .333 
1479.16 0.145 0.352 0.182 0.376 
1282.93 0. 202 0.294 0.295 0.374 
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TABLE VII(continued) 
G=l.5 lb. moles gas/ G•2.0 lb. moles gas/ 
{hr Hsg.rt -~2 _ _(hr • H sg •ft. 2 · 
l/16n 3732n 1/16" 3/32n · 1 • 
or fices orf ices or fices or fices 
L KG KG KG Ka 
1054.88 0.620 0.472 0.718 0.540 . 
929. 27 0.600 0.382 0.715 0~452 
721.95 0.212 0.405 0.228 0.470 
1180.48 0.268 0.353 0.312 0.385 
1479.16 0.217 0.485 0.276 0.582 
1282.93 0.405 0.448 0.600 o. 565 
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Effect of Liquid Rate on Ka 
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Results 
Emperical equations of the curves on Figur es 8 
through 16 inclusive vver e determine d. The equations 
are of the t :.:·p e Y = a xb and are tabulated below in the 
form of KGa = °" Gn, KG = o< Gn' and KG = BLm. 
TABLE VIII 
EGa 3.S a function of the gas mass velocity 
1 = lb. H20/( hr .)( sq . ft .) 1/16 ~ ' or fices 3/32" or fices 
721. 95 
0 . 628 KGa=0 . 84Go .77o KGa=l.16G . 
929 . 27 KGa=0 . 60G1 ·~76 KGa•l .12Go .663 
1054.88 KGa=1. 72G0 •832 Kg:a=l. 06G o . 737 
1180.48 KGa=0.86G0 • 7 ~3 KGa=l.75G0•486 
1282.93 KGa=0 .14G1 •522 KGa=0.3 2Gl .l05 
1479.16 KGa•O . 39G O. 968 KGa=0 .49GO . B45 
TABLE IX 
KG as a function of the Ga s Mass Velocity 
L = 1 b • H2o I ( hr • )( sq • ft • ) 1/16" orfices 3/32rr or fices 
721 . 95 KG= o . 090G0 ·330 KG=O.lOOG0.527 
929 .27 KG=O. lllG O •620 KG: 0 . 072G0.622 
1054.88 KG• 0.129G 0 . 593 KG=l3 2G 0 .478 
1180. 48 K~=0.062G 0 . 539 KG=0 .177G0 •221 
1282.93 KG=0. 012G 1 .316 KG=O .126G0 •426 
1479.16 KG=0. 023G 0 •
825 KG=O. 086G0 . 638 
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Table X 
KG a s a Function of Liquid rates 
G = lb. moles gas/ l/16tf orfices 3/32 11 orfices 
( hr • ) ( sq • ft • ) 
0 . 3 Kf!.=0 . 0041 L1• 880 KG=0 . 0092 L2 · 330 
o . 6 K~_=O . 0023 L 2 • 175 KG=O . 0295 LO . 89 5 
0 . 9 KG=0 . 120 L0 . 203 KG=G . G96 LO . 482 
1.2 Ka-=0 . 104 L0 . 336 KG=0 . 134 Lo . 394 
1. 5 KG=0 . 084 L0 . 508 KG=0 . 252 L0 . 190 
2 . 0 Ka-=° . 069 LO . 597 Kr.!=O . 275 10 . 221 
u 
The values of t~e constants in these equations are 
a.dded and the avereges t aken for ea ch size orfice ret=!ul ting 
in the folloring e~uations : 
l/ 16 inch orfices 
KGa = o . 611 G0 •988 
3/32 inch orfices 
KGa = 0 . 930 G0 • 768 
KG 0 . 0711 Go . 7o4 0 . 112 Go . 4S5 
0 . 1312 Lo . 752 Kr.! = 0 . 064 Lo . 95o 
i.X 
where KGa = l b . mo les/ (hr . ),cu.ft . tower vol . )( a t rr . ) 
I"\ 
KG- = l b . moles/(hr . )(sq . ft . cross secti cn ) ( a t m. ) 
G = l b . moles/(hr . ) (sq . ft . cross section ) 
L = lb . /(hr. )(sQ. ft . cross section ) 
0 768 The e~t_2 tio~ KGa = O. 930 G • for t he 3/32" 
orfices agrees ver closel, to the e ru ation KGa = GO. B 
w __ ich is given b 1.- many i nvesti ators . 
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An attempt is made to combi!l.e the equations KG =cx'(j 111 
m 
a nd K~ = BL into one equat i on . 
fj 
' ( KG ) z = ( o\ r G n ) ( EL m 
for 1/16 inch orif ce : 
0 . 704 0 950 K,~_ ( 0 . 0711 ) ( 0 . 0 6 4 ) O • 5 G ~- -- L • 2 
Kn 0.067 5 G0. 352 L0 . 475 
J 
To t es t t 1e v2lidity of t h e above equ a tion , let 
G = o.6 l b . moles/(hr. )(s~ . ft . ) and L = 10000 lb . /(hr.) 
(s Q. f t . ) Substituting these va l ue s i n t he equation and 
solving Gives K2 = 0. 2525 lb ~ moles/ (hr . )~sq . ft . )( a t m. ). 
T11e ve l ue as re ad f r om Figure 14 was 0 . 260 . 
In a simi iar manner, the CO iTibined equati on for the 
3/32 inch orifice is : 
K,, = 0.121 GO . 2425 LO. 376 
u 
By letti ~g G = 0. 3 l b . mo les/ (hr . )(so.ft.) and L = 1500 
l b . /( h r . )(s o . ft . ) and subs tituti ng into the above e quation 
f or t he 3/32 i n ch orfices, t~e r s s .lt fo r KG is 0.514 lb. 
moles/ (hr . )(sq . f t . )l atm. ) The value obta ined f om 
Fi ure 14 wa s 0.52 . 
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Discussi on of Le ~ ult s 
'.1.
1
>.t.; ~tr ea fact o::- 2 , decreased with a decrease in gas 
rate ~rom a value of approximately 38 to 28_ s q . ft . bubble 
area/( cu. ft . toi.ver volur»rn) f')I' the :-i anbe o 1 . 64 t o _0 . 4. 
lb/ moles gas/(hr . )(sq . ft . cross section) using 1/16 inch 
orifices . For the 3/32 inch orifices the decrease was 
from 24 to 16 sq . ft . /(cu . ft . ) using the same range of 
gas flow . 
The ascending velocity of the bubbles also decreased 
wi th a decrease in the gas mass velocity with the values 
for the 3/32 inch orifices giving the higher values. 
The decrease of t he area factor for the 3/32 inch over 
the 1/16 inch orifices was attributed to the fact that 
nearly three times the amount of bubbles were formed per 
unit time for the smaller or ifice. This being the case , 
the area factor for the smaller orifice should be greater 
by the ratio: 
area factor S = (diarneter1) 2 (ascend . vel. 8 ) 
area factor1 (diameters) 2 (ascend. vel. 1 ) 
Using the same liquid and air rates (run numbers 25 and 55) 
and substituting into the above ratio, 
area f actors = (3/32) 2 (46 . 92) = 1 . 89 
area factor1 (1/16) 2 (55 . 61) 
The actual ratio of the area f actors was found to be 1 . 64 . 
This difference was due to the variations in ammonia 
flow rate, temperature of absorption, gas temperature 
and time of bubble contact. 
In general, all operating conditions being equal, 
the area factor s will decrease with an increase in 
bubble cap orifice diameter, This was true except in 
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the last determination . The reason for this reversal was 
thought to be due to the fact that determinations were 
made on the 1/16 inch orifices over a considerable period 
of time. Before each determination a quantity of dilute 
hydrochloric acid was admitted to the tower to remove any 
corrosion. The acid was then flushed from the tower leaving 
the plate and bubble cap very bright ~nd clean. There 
were possibilities that the oxide films were not completely 
removed from the orifice walls and also the acid might 
have attacked the sharp edges of the orifices causing a 
decrease in the capacity. The determinations for the 3/32 
i nch orifices were made over a per i od of a f ew days and no 
corrosion on the cap was observed. 
The change in rate of liquid flow was found to have 
no oarticular infl uence on the area factor for either orifice • 
.L 
The values of KGa and t he .area factor .s, increased 
with an increase of t he gas rates . KG increased by a 
larger proportion than did either KGa ors for a given 
increase in§l s mass velocity. 
Suggestions for Future ~vork 
It was the author's intention , had determinations 
been made on more bubble caps, to calculate the combined 
equation for each bubble cap . The numerical constants 
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of o(., cX..1, B, n, n ' and m would have then been plotted 
against the orifice diameter . One could then refer to the 
plot and reRd values of the constants for any particular 
orifice diameter desired . 
Another possibility of further work on this problem 
is to make a series of determinations on different size 
bubble caps and to plmt the ascending velocity, time of 
bubble contact and sq . ft . of bubble area against the 
orifice diameter . By referring to these plots , one could 
determine the area factor s for any particular size orifice 
encountered . Using the conventional method of calculating 
K~ a and determining the area factor from the plot, the 
IJ 
value of KG could readily be determined . Thi s could be 
of i ndustrial use to make approximations of s even though 
the standard cap has different shape openings . It might 
be assumed that the same diameter bubbles ;ould be ejected 




1. An absor ption tower f or the de t ermination of overall 
transfer coef f icients f or t he system an_- NH3-H2o has 
been constructed. 
2. The f uncti on of the apparatus was indica t ed and a 
detail ed diagram was shown . 
3. Da ta were taken f or varying liquid and ga s rates f or 
differ ent si ze bubble cap orfices . 
4. The corr elati on of the dat a f or KGa agrees ap proxi-
mately with that reported by other investigators. 
5. A method was devis sd to calculate the area factor in 
a bubble cap t ower , t hus being able to evaluate KG• 
6. A correlati on of emperical e quations for KG, by using 
both liqui d and gas rates, for two sizes of bubble 
cap orfices has bsen conp leted. 
7. The overall transfer coefficient has been shown to be 
dependent on t he area f actor for those cases of ab-
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